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Robustness against perturbations lies at the heart of topological phenomena. If, however, a perturbation
such as disorder becomes dominant, it may cause a topological phase transition between topologically non-
trivial and trivial phases. Here we experimentally reveal the competition and interplay between topology
and disorder in a Thouless pump realized with ultracold atoms in an optical lattice, by creating a quasi-
periodic potential from weak to strong regimes in a controllable manner. We demonstrate a disorder-
induced pumping in which the presence of disorder can induce a non-trivial pump for a specific pumping
sequence, while no pump is observed in the clean limit. Our highly controllable system, which can also
straightforwardly incorporate interatomic interaction, could be a unique platform for studying various
disorder-related novel effects in a wide range of topological quantum phenomena.
While arbitrarily weak random disorder drives non-
interacting particles in one or two dimensions into a lo-
calized state, known as the Anderson localization [1],
topological quantum phenomena are robust against weak
disorder [2, 3], i.e., topological phenomena avoid to be
Anderson-localized. Robustness to disorder is an important
property defining the topological states, the examples of
which are the classification of three-dimensional Z2 topo-
logical insulators into strong and weak [4–6]. More re-
cent investigations focus not only on the robustness but
also on the novel interplay between disorder and topol-
ogy, exhibiting complex but interesting phenomena [7, 8].
A striking example is the topological Anderson insula-
tor (TAI) [7, 9]. Here, the introduction of a disorder poten-
tial into a two-dimensional system is essential to create a
topologically non-trivial phase: Counter-intuitively, while
the system is topologically trivial in the clean limit, disor-
der acts as a protection, instead of suppression, of the topo-
logical invariant, such as the Chern number. Two recent
experiments [10, 11] studied a non-interacting bosonic or
photonic waveguide system of TAI using a Bragg-coupled
one-dimensional array of Bose-Einstein condensates in a
momentum-space lattice [10] or a two-dimensional array
of evanescently coupled helical waveguides described by
the paraxial wave equation [11], revealing the disorder-
induced chiral displacement or edge states, respectively.
Further theoretical works on TAI envision rich varieties
of disorder-induced topological phenomena like an anoma-
lous Floquet Anderson insulator [12], a Majorana topolog-
ical phase [8], a Dirac-semi-metal [13], and Z2 topological
insulators [4, 6, 14].
Historically, the robustness of the topological invari-
ant of Chern number against perturbations was first dis-
cussed by Niu and Thouless [2, 3] who investigated the
effects of spatial potential disorder and inter-particle in-
teraction on a topological Thouless pump [15], a spatial
one-dimensional and temporal one-dimensional, or (1+1)-
dimensional counterpart of the quantum Hall effect. They
derived an effective Chern number even under perturba-
tions by introducing the twisted boundary conditions. As
a result, they revealed that the amount of pumping corre-
sponding to the Chern number does not change unless the
gap between the associated energy bands is closed. The
experimental realization of Thouless pump in a clean sys-
tem using ultracold atoms in optical lattices [16–19] and
photonic waveguides [20, 21] triggers various interesting
theoretical investigations on the effect of the perturbation
like on-site static [22–25] and dynamic [12] potentials as
well as interatomic interaction [26–29].
Here, employing a Thouless pump realized with ultra-
cold fermions in a dynamical optical lattice, we experimen-
tally reveal the competition and interplay between topology
and disorder by generating a controllable quasi-periodic
potential from weak to strong regimes. As the highlight,
by choosing pump parameters appropriately, we success-
fully demonstrate a disorder-induced pumping, i.e., a triv-
ial phase with no pump in the clean limit is driven to a
nontrivial phase with finite pump, due to the presence of
disorder, and is driven back to a trivial phase at larger dis-
order strenghts. This phenomenon is the (1+1) dimensional
analogue of TAI originally discussed in a two-dimensional
system [7]. Moreover, our experimental observations not
only demonstrate the realization of disorder-induced pump,
but also quantitatively reveals the degree of robustness and
breakdown of the Thouless pump against disorder. On the
one hand, the pumped charge does not change even at dis-
order strengths comparable to the Anderson-localization
transition point and to the minimum band gap in the clean
limit, while on the other hand, the pumped charge dras-
tically decreases when the disorder strength exceeds the
threshold value determined by the pump parameters. In
addition, our further measurement suggests that the gap
closes at the threshold of the disorder strength, indicat-
ing that the disorder induces a topological phase transition
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FIG. 1. Rice-Mele model. a, Lattice configuration of an array of
continuous Rice-Mele (cRM) lattices (black) and disorder lattice
(red) tilted by 45◦ with respect to the pump direction x. b, cRM
lattice with VS = VL combined with a disorder lattice at λD =
798 nm. From top to bottom, the disorder strengths VD are 0 (the
clean limit), 0.4VL, and 1.0VL, respectively. c, Schematic of the
cRM model in the clean limit. d, A pumping cycle of the cRM
sequence with a period of T , pictorially sketched in δ-∆ space.
The gray shaded box represents a unit cell, and the pink shaded
packet indicates the wavefunction of a particular atom.
from topologically non-trivial to trivial phases.
Experimental setup of Thouless pumping with disorder
We experimentally implement Thouless pumping in the
presence of quasi-periodic disorder with precisely con-
trollable strength, using an ultracold Fermi gas of ytter-
bium (171Yb) atoms in an array of continuous Rice-Mele
(cRM) lattices (see Methods) [16]. Each lattice is a dy-
namically controlled optical superlattice which consists of
a dynamical interferometric lattice with the lattice constant
d = 532 nm (“long lattice”) and a stationary lattice with
the constant d/2 (“short lattice”). We superimpose another
optical lattice at wavelength λD on it, which is tilted by
45◦ with respect to the pumping direction x as depicted in
Fig. 1a. Hereafter we refer to this lattice as the “disor-
der lattice”. Due to strong confinement along the y and z
axes provided by other optical lattices, the following time-
dependent one-dimensional (1D) superlattice is created:
V (x, t) = −VS cos2
(
2pix
d
)
− VL cos2
(pix
d
− φ(t)
)
−VD cos2
(
pix
dD
+
α
2
)
, (1)
where VS , VL, and VD correspond to the depth of the short,
long, and disorder lattices, respectively. dD = λD/
√
2 is
the lattice constant of the disorder lattice along the pump-
ing direction. When dD 6= d, i.e. λD 6= 752 nm, the
quasi-periodic disorder is produced, and its strength can be
controlled by adjusting the depth VD as shown in Fig. 1b.
φ is the phase difference between the short and long lat-
tices and α is the phase difference between the short and
disorder lattices. Note that this phase α takes a different
value for different 1D superlattice due to our configura-
tion in Fig. 1a (see Methods). Hereafter, we use the lat-
tice constant d as the unit of length and the recoil energy
ER = h
2/(8md2) as the unit of energy, where h denotes
Planck’s constant and m is the atomic mass of 174Yb. We
load the ytterbium atoms into the array of 1D cRM lattices
in the staggered phase (φ = 0), first by ramping-up the
long lattice followed by the simultaneous ramping-up of
short and disorder lattices adiabatically, ensuring that they
occupy the lowest energy band, and slowly sweep φ over
time. The lattice potential returns to its initial configura-
tion whenever φ changes by pi, thus completing a pumping
cycle.
Our Thouless pump under disorder can be approximately
described by the tight-binding Rice-Mele (tRM) model [30,
31] with on-site disorder:
Hˆ =
∑
i
(
−(J + δ)aˆ†i bˆi − (J − δ)aˆ†i bˆi+1 + h.c.
+∆(aˆ†i aˆi − bˆ†i bˆi) + ∆a,iD aˆ†i aˆi + ∆b,iD bˆ†i bˆi
)
, (2)
where aˆ†i (aˆi) and bˆ
†
i (bˆi) are fermionic creation (anni-
hilation) operators in the two sublattices of the i-th unit
cell, J ± δ is the tunneling amplitude within and between
unit cells, ∆ denotes a staggered on-site energy offset
(max |∆| ≡ ∆0), and ∆a(b),iD is the on-site disorder of sub-
lattices a (b) of the i-th unit cell (max |∆a(b),iD | ≡ ∆D/2,
see Supplementary Information S1 for details). Figure 1c
represents this system in the corresponding cRM model in
the clean limit ∆a(b),iD = 0 (or VD = 0). By sweeping
the long lattice phase φ, dynamical parameters δ and ∆
change adiabatically and draw a closed trajectory in a δ−∆
space (Fig. 1d). Note that the actual experiment is only ap-
proximately described by the tRM model, so that we use
the circular trajectory only as a pictorial description of the
pumping sequences [16].
Effect of disorder on Thouless pump
We begin by considering the effects of disorder added to
our cRM version of the Thouless pump. While Niu and
Thouless showed that the pump is robust against disorder
as long as the band gap remains open, it is yet unclear how
much disorder is needed in order to close the gap. In our
system, there are three energy scales which might be rel-
evant for gap-closing: 1) the Anderson-localization (AL)
transition point VAL, 2) the minimum band gap ∆E (∼
3maximum J ) in the pumping cycle of the bare cRM lattice
in the clean limit, and 3) the maximum on-site offset ∆0 of
the staggered potential. By performing the experiments we
can answer which energy scale is truly relevant. Figure 2a
shows the results of cRM pump under the quasi-periodic
disorder potential with λD = 798 nm for two sets of super-
lattice parameters, (VL, VS) = (20, 14)ER (set A, red cir-
cles) and (VL, VS) = (30, 20)ER (set B, blue squares) as
a function of the disorder strength VD. The pumped charge
per cycle was obtained by evaluating the shift of the center
of mass (CoM) of the atomic cloud, which corresponds to
the Chern number [16]. The vertical red (blue) arrows in
Fig. 2a indicate the above-mentioned three energy scales
for the superlattice parameters of the set A (B). Here, the
arrows at ∼ 0.1 ER with V A(B)AL and those at ∼ 3 ER
with ∆EA(B) correspond to the AL transition points VAL
(see Supplementary Information S2) and the minimum gap
∆E for the superlattice parameter A (B), respectively. The
arrows with V AL and V
B
L at 20ER and 30ER represent the
lattice-depth of VL for the parameter set A and B, respec-
tively. The measured results demonstrate that the Thouless
pump is robust against disorder strengths around the AL
transition point VAL and minimum gap ∆E, and it breaks
only when the disorder strengh becomes comparable with
VL. In our cRM lattice, the value of VL is comparable to
the maximum on-site offset 2∆0 in the tRM model. By
normalizing the horizontal axes of Fig. 2a with the values
of VL for each lattice setting, we can evaluate the pump-
ing behavior in terms of the adimensional disorder strength
VD/VL, as shown in inset of Fig. 2a. Indeed, the pumping
is suppressed at the disorder strength of VD/VL ∼ 1.
To explain the experimental results in Fig. 2a, we numer-
ically calculate the Chern number of the tRM model with
on-site disorder. In general, the Chern number corresponds
to the total pumped charge per pumping cycle if the band
gap is kept open during the pumping cycle [32]. Here, due
to the presence of disorder, the tRM model does not have
translational invariance: Hence, the conventional definition
of Chern number in momentum space cannot be applied.
Instead, we applied the dimensional extension for the tRM
model and introduced twisted phase boundary condition,
and by employing the coupling matrix method [13, 25, 33]
we calculate a modified Chern number, i.e., extracted a
quantity related to the total pumped charge from the real
space disorded Hamiltonian (see Supplementary Informa-
tion S3).
Figure 2b shows the results of numerical calculations
of the Chern number. In our numerical result, the Chern
number takes non-integer values around the transition point
(moderate disorder regime). This has two reasons. The first
reason is that the evaluated Chern number corresponds to
the average over the disorder phase α. Because the dis-
order phase α varies among 1D superlattices, the transi-
tion strength VD at which the Chern number changes from
one to zero is different for a different lattice. In the ac-
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FIG. 2. Breakdown of the Thouless pump under disorder.
a, The CoM shift per cycle averaged after three cycles, plot-
ted as a function of the disorder lattice depth VD for cRM lat-
tice with (VL, VS) = (20, 14)ER (red circles) and (VL, VS) =
(30, 20)ER (blue squares). The vertical red (blue) arrows indi-
cate three energies in the pump; from left to right, V AAL = 0.3ER
(V BAL = 0.07ER) AL transition point VAL, ∆
A
E = 3.25ER
(∆BE = 3.38ER) minimum band gap of the bare cRM model ∆E,
and V AL (V
B
L ) the depth of long lattice corresponding to the max-
imum onsite offset 2∆0 for the parameter set of A:(VL, VS) =
(20, 14)ER (B:(VL, VS) = (30, 20)ER). The inset shows the
plots of the same data as a function of a normalized disorder
strength VD/VL for each parameter set. The error bars denote
the 1σ confidence bound derived from more than forty CoM mea-
surements. b, Numerical calculation of the Chern number in the
presence of disorder based on our tight-binding model. The result
was obtained by averaging over the disorder phase α.
tual experiment, all the 1D lattices are measured simul-
taneously, so that the phase dependency is averaged out.
The second reason is that the gap fluctuates by varying
the twisted phases at the boundary in the strong disorder
regime [25, 33]. The numerical calculations and measured
results are in reasonable agreement.
It is important to clarify whether the observed suppres-
sion of the charge pumping is the manifestation of a topo-
logical phase transition or not. A fundamental property
which is useful to identify a topological phase transition is
the behavior of the excited band population. This has been
the key to reveal the topological phase transition of the Hal-
4dane model [34], in which the population of the second
band increases at the topological transition point, where the
gap closes, due to the Landau-Zenner transition during the
Bloch oscillation. Here, we investigate the gap closing be-
tween the first and the second bands by the presence of the
disorder with a band mapping technique (see Supplemen-
tary Information S5). Figure 3a shows the fraction of atoms
excited to the second band after three cycles of cRM pump-
ing with the parameter set A (VL, VS) = (20, 14)ER. We
evaluate the population of the second Brillouin zone of the
basic cRM lattice. The experimental result shows that the
excitation to the second band initially increases as disorder
increases and reaches the maximum at VD ∼ VL and then
decreases as the disorder further increases. Such increase
of the excitation to the second band around VD ∼ VL sug-
gests that the gap initially opened in a clean limit is closed
around VD ∼ VL and becomes open again. The band gap
changes dynamically during the pump cycle, and a Landau-
Zenner-like non-adiabatic transition could occur at the gap
closing point. Note that, before the band-mapping mea-
surements, we remove the disorder lattice by adiabatically
ramping down its strength VD. During this removal se-
quence, the gap closing point is crossed, and therefore the
adiabaticity of this sequence cannot be maintained, causing
a problem about the quantitative nature of measured val-
ues. However, if the gap remains closed even in the region
of VD/VL  1, it is not expected to observe a decrease in
the second-band fraction in the strong disorder region, as it
is instead observed in the experiment.
We check this gap closing and opening around VD ∼ VL
numerically. Figure 3b shows a numerical calculation of
the energy gap Egap for the set A as functions of VD and
φ based on a continuous model[35, 36] in the presence of
a quasi-periodic superlattice with half filling (see Supple-
mentary Information S4 for details). The energy gap av-
eraged over φ becomes zero around VD ∼ 20ER (see
Fig. 3c). It qualitatively supports our experimental ob-
servations that the pumping is suppressed at the disorder
strength of VD/VL ∼ 1. The disappearance of the bulk
energy gap also can be seen in the density of states (DoS)
calculation and the band calculation (Fig. 3d and e). Here,
as increasing VD, some in-gap states are formed and the
bulk band gap observed in the clean limit gradually disap-
pears. On the other hand, the numerical calculations do
not show such re-opening of the gap. However, the energy
difference between the ground vibrational level (the local
first band) and the first excited vibrational level (the local
second band) within one lattice site would become large in
the strong (deep) disorder lattice regime. This large local
(on-site) energy gap in large VD suppresses again the ex-
citation to the second band during pumping sequence as is
observed in our experiment. Our consideration of the slid-
ing and disorder lattices (see Supplementary Information
S6 and later in the main text) indicates that the gap should
be open locally on each site for VD  VL. We also numer-
ically confirmed that the gap closing and reopening can be
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FIG. 3. Gap closing and opening induced by the disorder
lattice. a, The second-band fraction measured after three pump-
ing cycles for cRM lattice with the parameter set A (VL, VS) =
(20, 14)ER plotted as a function of disorder-lattice depth, repre-
sented by blue squares. The error bars denote the 1σ confidence
bound derived from more than ten band-mapping measurements.
As a reference, we show the corresponding data of charge pump-
ing by red circles, which are the same as the red circles in Fig. 2a.
The population takes a maximum around the region of the break-
down of the pumping. b, 2D plot of energy gap as functions of
superlattice phase and the disorder strength VD calculated based
on the continuous model under half filling (one atom per unit
cell) with the parameter set A. c, Energy gap averaged over φ as
a function of the disorder strength VD . d, DoS as a function of
the disorder lattice strength calculated using a continuous model
(with arbitrary units). e, Band structures with different disorder
lattice strengths (from top to bottom for VD = 0, 10, and 40 ER)
calculated using a continuous model.
5seen more clearly in the case of shallower lattice parameter
sets (see Supplementary Information S4 for details). Con-
sequently, the observed pumping suppression due to the
quasi-periodic disorder should indicate a topological phase
transition in which the non-trivial Chern number changes
into a trivial one via gap closing as the disorder strength
increases.
We also examined the dependence of the pumping sup-
pression on the wavelength of the disorder lattice λD. Fig-
ure 4a shows the pumping amounts measured at the disor-
der wavelengths λD = 776 nm (red diamond), 798 nm
(blue circle), and 820 nm (green square). The data at
798 nm are the same as those with the set A in Fig. 2. There
is no clear difference among the results for those different
wavelengths. Our numerical calculation with a tRM model
supports the tendency of the measured results (see Fig. 4b).
As one can see, the charge pumping starts to decrease from
one at a certain critical disorder strength, which depends
on the wavelength. However, the pumping is largely sup-
pressed at almost the same value VD & 20ER for all three
wavelengths.
Although it is difficult to fully describe the pump in the
strong disorder regime with such a tRM model, intuitively
we can understand why the pump is suppressed at VD ∼
VL regardless of the wavelength of the disorder lattice. Our
cRM pump is topologically equivalent to a simple sliding
lattice, namely, the second term of Eq.(1) describing the
long lattice only [16]. Thus we can capture the essence
of the results by considering a sliding lattice superimposed
with a disorder lattice. A simple calculation shows that, in
the case of VD < VL, the sliding long lattice is dominant,
so that the total combined lattice slides similarly. On the
other hand, when VD > VL, the minima of the total lattice
do not slide (see Supplementary Information S6). From
this point of view, the former corresponds to a quantized
pumping, whereas the latter gives no pump.
Disorder-induced Thouless pump
The introduction of strong disorder suppresses the topo-
logical charge pumping as described above. However,
the interplay between topology and disorder could lead to
more counter-intuitive phenomena like TAI [7, 9]. Here,
we demonstrate the novel phenomenon of disorder-induced
pumping, realized with a newly configured pumping se-
quence. We designed a pumping sequence in which the
charge pumping is implemented in three stages: using
the lattice parameters (VL, VS) = (36, 24)ER in the
first stage, then using different parameters (VL, VS) =
(15, 10)ER with pumping in the reverse direction in the
second stage, and finally using the lattice parameters of the
first stage to obtain a closed pumping cycle. This sequence
is depicted in a pictorial way in Fig. 5a, in the tRM model.
In a clean system, the gap closes only at (δ,∆) = (0, 0)
and is open in the other region, so that the outer loop
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FIG. 4. Dependence of pumping suppression on the wave-
length of the disorder lattice. a, The CoM shift per cycle av-
eraged after three cycles plotted as a function of the normalized
depth of the disorder lattice with the wavelength of λD = 776 nm
(blue diamond), 798 nm (red circle), and 820 nm (green square)
for cRM lattice with (VL, VS) = (20, 14)ER. The error bars de-
note the 1σ confidence bound derived from more than forty CoM
measurements. b, Numerical calculation of the wavelength de-
pendence of the Chern number, plotted as a function of the nor-
malized disorder strength in the tight-binding model. The sym-
bols are the same as those in a.
yields the Chern number of Couter = +1 and the inner
loop Cinner = −1. Thus the overall pumping amount in
this sequence can be given by Couter + Cinner = 0. We
added the disorder lattice to this basic sequence and mea-
sured the pumping amount per one cycle shown in Fig. 5b.
The pumping amount was obtained by evaluating the CoM
shift after three cycles for each disorder strength. At zero
disorder strength, the pumping amount is zero as discussed
above. However, as the disorder strength increases, the
pumping amount takes a finite value. Subsequently, the
pumping amount reaches its maximum value and then re-
duces to zero. This clearly demonstrates the observation of
disorder-induced pumping in the Thouless pump system.
Our finding can be explained intuitively in the following
manner. As discussed in Figs. 2a and b, the pumping is sup-
pressed at disorder strengths of the order of VL. Namely, in
Fig. 5a, the pumping is expected to be suppressed around
VD = 36 ER and 15 ER in the outer and the inner trajec-
tories, respectively. This indicates that in the intermediate
region 15ER . VD . 36ER the pumping during the inner
and outer trajectories do not cancel each other, resulting in
a non-zero total pumping.
We qualitatively reproduced this behaviour by numerical
calculations as shown in Fig. 5b. For each circular trajec-
tory, we calculated the Chern number by using the disor-
dered Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model (see Supplemen-
tary Information S3 for details). For all data sets, we aver-
aged over 60 samples corresponding to different values of
α. The numerical results for each trajectory are shown in
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FIG. 5. Disorder-induced Thouless pumping. a, The CoM shift per cycle averaged after three cycles plotted as a function of the
disorder lattice depth VD . The gray line is a Gaussian fit and used as a guide to eye. The inset shows pictorially the pumping sequence
in which the outer and inner loops are expressed by the cRM lattice parameters (VL, VS) = (36, 24)ER and (15, 10)ER, respectively,
and connected by changing the lattice parameters at the staggered phase (φ = 0). The pumping direction of the inner loop is opposite
to that of the outer one. The error bars denote the 1σ confidence bound derived from more than forty CoM measurements. b, Numerical
calculations of Chern number for the outer (top) and inner (bottom) trajectories, shown on the right side, as a function of ∆D . c, The
sum of the Chern number for two trajectories in b.
Fig. 5b. The data display ∆D-dependence (not 2∆0 scale)
of the Chern number. Furthermore, Fig. 5c shows the sum
of the Chern number between Couter and Cinner trajecto-
ries. The result clearly captures the presence of a non-
trivial pump between 10ER . VD . 30ER, quantified
by the imperfect cancellation between the Chern numbers
for Couter and Cinner trajectories.
Discussion
Our unique experimental platform provides us with in-
teresting opportunities for studying a wide range of topo-
logical quantum phenomena with disorder. By introduc-
ing a disorder lattice with λD ' 1217 nm, it is possi-
ble to add a quasi-periodic disorder where dD/d approxi-
mates the golden ratio, which is often studied in the Aubry-
Andre´ model, or to add a genuinely random (non quasi-
periodic) disorder by using a speckle pattern. Moreover, in
this study we connect two non-trivial pump trajectories to
create a trivial trajectory in the clean limit and then add dis-
order to observe disorder-induced pumping. This method
presented here allows the realization of disorder-induced
pumping, and will give a suggestion or guideline for the
future study of a wide range of disorder-induced topologi-
cal phases. Our highly controllable optical lattice system
loaded with ultracold fermions can straightforwardly in-
corporate interatomic on-site interaction with reasonably
large strengths compared with tunneling energy. Conse-
quently, we can study the effect of the disorder on Thouless
pump in a strongly correlated regime [26, 28], especially
in the regime of many-body localization [37, 38] which
may protect topological phenomena up to higher excited
states. The pumping can be extended to higher dimen-
sions [19, 21, 39]. For example, the two-dimensional ex-
tension of our experiment is directly related to disordered
quantum Hall system [40]. The introduced disorder can
also be dynamically controlled, enabling us to study an
anomalous Floquet Anderson topological phase [12] only
possible for a Floquet system, revealed by nonadiabatic
pumping. Moreover, the effect of disorder on the higher-
order topological phenomena [41, 42] is an interesting new
research direction [43].
METHODS
Preparation of a degenerate Fermi gas of 171Yb
Since 171Yb atoms have a very small s-wave scattering
length of -0.15 nm [44], we use sympathetic evaporative
cooling with 173Yb atoms to obtain the degenerate Fermi
gas of 171Yb [45].
The number of atoms for each spin is typically 3500.
A typical atom temperature before lattice loading is
T/TF ∼ 0.24 for the measurements in Figs. 2-4 and
∼ 0.19 for Fig. 5 at the end of the evaporation with
the trap frequencies of the far-off resonant optical trap of
(ω′x, ω
′
y, ωz)/2pi = (119, 25, 153) Hz, where the x
′- and
y′-axes are tilted from the lattice axes (x and y) by 45◦.
The whole atomic system consists of about 1500 1D lattice
systems.
7Setup for the cRM superlattice and disorder lattice
An incommensurate optical lattice potential created by
a retro-reflected laser beam (wavelength at λD) and tilted
by 45 degrees to the pumping direction is superimposed
on an array of one-dimensional cRM superlattice. This su-
perimposed optical lattice (disorder lattice) creates a peri-
odic potential whose lattice constant dD = λD/
√
2 in the
pumping direction of the cRM, acting as a quasi-periodic
disorder. In our setup, the wavelength λD can range from
776 nm to 820 nm realized by a Ti:Sapphire laser, and the
relative incommensurate lattice constant dD/d ranges from
1.03 to 1.09, respectively. Because the ratio of this wave-
length is relatively close to 1, this quasi-periodic disorder
does not take the same structure in the trap region. Also,
because this lattice is tilted by 45 degrees, the phase of
the disorder shifts by 3.05, 2.96, and 2.88 rad for λD =
776, 798, and 820 nm, respectively, in the adjacent array
(Fig. 1a).
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S1. APPROXIMATED TIGHT-BINDING MODEL
In order to estimate the qualitative properties of our ex-
perimental system modeled by the cRM model, we con-
sider an approximated tight-binding picture. Our experi-
mental system is based on the following dynamical super-
lattice potential in a clean limit:
Vclean(x, t) = −VS cos2
(
2pix
d
)
−VL cos2
(
pix
d
− φ(t)
)
.
(S1)
Hereafter, since in our experiments only the first band is
almost occupied, and the band gap between the second and
third bands are fairly large, we can focus on only the first
and second bands created by our experimental superlattice
potential. Then, we can describe the system with an effec-
tive tight-binding model, namely, the tRM model in a clean
limit, which reads
HˆRM =
∑
i
[
− (J + δ)aˆ†i bˆi − (J − δ)aˆ†i bˆi+1 + h.c.
+ ∆(aˆ†i aˆi − bˆ†i bˆi)
]
. (S2)
In the topological charge pumping (TCP), δ and ∆ are adi-
abatic dynamical parameters, which can be approximately
determined by the band structure induced by the super-
lattice potential Vclean(x, t). Here, we approximate these
dynamical sequence for δ and ∆ as a circular trajectory,
δ = δ0 sin θ, ∆(t) = ∆0 cos θ, where θ = 2φ(t).
Although the actual dynamical sequence for δ and ∆ in
our experimental system is subtly different from the circu-
lar one, this approximation facilitates the ideal theoretical
treatment of the TCP phenomena, especially for calculat-
ing the Chern number, and can gives insight for qualitative
properties of the TCP described by the cRM in our exper-
iment. The physical values of J , δ0 and ∆0 can be di-
rectly determined by the band structure of the superlattice
potential Vclean(x, t). The values of J and δ0 are deter-
mined by the band width in the double-well lattice case
(θ = pi/2, 3pi/2), while the value of ∆0 by the band gap
in the staggered lattice case (θ = 0, pi) as discussed in the
previous study [S1]. For the band structure determined by
our experimental setup, the tRM parameters are approxi-
mately determined. The tRM model is expected to capture
the qualitative behavior for our experimental system, since
in the clean limit, the circular parameter sequence for δ and
∆ is topologically connected to our actual experimental se-
quence without gap closing. Regarding the basic topolog-
ical aspect of the tRM model, for ∆ = 0 (at inversion
symmetric point, θ = pi/2, 3pi/2), the model reduces to
the celebrated Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model, classi-
fied in the Altland-Zirnbauer class BDI of the periodic clas-
sification of topological states[S2, S3]. The SSH model ex-
hibits a topological phase and zero energy topological edge
modes [S4]. However, a finite ∆ breaks the chiral symme-
try without gap closing, i.e., σˆzHˆRM(k)σˆz 6= −HˆRM(k)
where HˆRM(k) is the bulk momentum Hamiltonian of
Eq. (S2). Accordingly, the tRM model is not necessarily
in the BDI class.
In our experiment, a disorder lattice created by an addi-
tional laser with wavelength λD (= 798 nm) applied by tilt-
ing 45◦ for the one-dimensional superlattice axis, is given
by
VDis(x) = −VD cos2
(
pix
dD
+
α
2
)
, (S3)
(see Fig. 1a of the main text). This disorder potential
VDis(x) can be effectively implemented in the tRM model
as an on-site potential given by
Vˆ ′Dis =
∆D
2
sin[2piβ(2i) + α]aˆ†i aˆi
+
∆D
2
sin[2piβ(2i− 1) + α]bˆ†i bˆi, (S4)
where β = d/(2dD). The potential amplitude ∆D in Vˆ ′Dis
does not strictly correspond to the value of the continu-
ous system potential VD, but gives a good approximation.
The disorder potential Vˆ ′Dis is diagonal and breaks the chi-
ral symmetry even for θ = pi/2 or 2pi/3 SSH case. In
general, this type of the disorder strongly affects the topo-
logical system and leads to the breakdown of the topolog-
ical phase, compared to a chiral symmetric disorder em-
ployed in a recent experiment [S5]. On the other hand, in
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FIG. S1. IPR calculation for a disordered SSH model. a, C1: (VL,VS) = (20, 14)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) = (0.861, 0.851, 6.45)ER. b, C2:
(VL,VS) = (30, 20)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) = (0.860, 0.857, 8.54)ER. c, C3: (VL,VS) = (15, 10)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) = (0.914, 0.898, 4.86)ER. d,
C4: (VL,VS) = (36, 24)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) = (0.827, 0.825, 9.605)ER.
this tight-binding picture we ignore modulated effects of
VDis(x) to the tRM parameters, J , δ0 and ∆0. Thus, we
consider HˆRM + Vˆ ′Dis as an approximated tight-binding
model for our experimental system. Since Vˆ ′Dis is diagonal,
the total tight-binding model has no chiral symmetry even
for inversion symmetric point, therefore Vˆ ′Dis is expected to
have strong influence to the TCP.
S2. LOCALIZATION TRANSITION IN A DISORDERED
SSH MODEL
To estimate the Anderson localization point VAL in our
experimental system, we calculate effects of disorder cre-
ated in a disordered SSH model, corresponding to the
∆ = 0 case in the tRM model of Eq. (S2) including the
Vˆ ′Dis of Eq. (S4) as an effect of the disordered lattice poten-
tial. Here, we consider a disorder lattice with a wavelenght
of 798 nm. In general, since we consider quasi-periodic
disorder, we expect an Anderson localization transition at
a finite disorder strength even in the one dimensional sys-
tem. In conventional Anderson localization, single atoms
are localized at each single lattice site. To estimate the
localization transition in our considering system, we em-
ploy the inverse participation ratio (IPR). The IPR for each
eigenstate is defined as
(IPR)` =
∑
j
|〈j|ψ`〉|4, (S5)
where |j〉 is a j-site localized single particle state and |ψ`〉
is `-th eigenstate in the SSH model with disorder poten-
tial. Large value of the IPR is a signature of the local-
ized tendency of the single particle wave function. We per-
form the IPR calculation for four different parameter sets
of (J ,δ) corresponding to those in the four different pump
trajectories in our experiments. The results are shown in
Fig. S1, where we plot the IPR as a function of ∆D and
of the eigenstate number. The sets C1 and C2 correspond
to the parameter sets A and B in Fig. 2a in the main text,
and the set C3 and C4 correspond to the trajectories Cinner
and Couter in Fig. 5b, respectively. The order of the eigen-
state numbers corresponds to the eigenenergy in ascend-
ing order. Due to the quasi-periodic disorder, all cases in
Fig. S1 exhibit mobility edges, i.e., different eigenstates
localize for different disorder strengths. However, for all
the cases in Fig. S1, all the eigenstates already tend to be
localized for ∆D < 1 ER. We define the Anderson local-
ization transition point VAL in the main text, using eigen-
states with lower eigenenergies. These states are localized
at ∆D/2∆0 ∼ 0.02 and ∆D/2∆0 ∼ 0.004 for the pump
trajectoriesC1 andC2 (or the set A and B in the main text),
respectively. These values correspond to V AAL ∼ 0.3ER
and V BAL ∼ 0.07ER. Even though from the numerical cal-
culation our experimental system (cRM model) is also ex-
pected to be localized around the SSH parameters points,
this fact does not mean gap closing directly. Therefore the
TCP is not suppressed even for ∆D ∼ 1 ER.
S3. CHERN NUMBER CALCULATION FROM A
DIMENSIONAL EXTENDED TIGHT-BINDING MODEL
The tRM model can be mapped into the Harper–
Hofstadter–Hatsugai (HHH) model [S6] through a dimen-
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FIG. S2. Numerical calculation of Chern number in the pres-
ence of disorder and its dependence on Ly . Lx is fixed to 40.
We average over 20 different values of α, the tRM parameters are
set to the C1 case. The blue shaded regime represents a theoreti-
cal expected phase transition regime, where the TCP is suddenly
suppressed.
sional extension [S7, S8]. By regarding the pumping pa-
rameter θ in HˆRM of Eq. (S2) as y-direction momentum
ky and applying the Fourier transformation for ky, we can
obtain the HHH model from the tRM model:
Hˆ2D =
∑
m,n
[
−Jcˆ†m+1,ncˆm,n −
∆0
2
e−ipi(m−1/2)cˆ†m,n+1cˆm,n
−δ0
2
eipimcˆ†m+1,n+1cˆm,n −
δ0
2
e−ipimcˆ†m+1,ncˆm,n+1
+h.c.
]
. (S6)
Here cˆ(†)m,n is the annihilation (creation) operator at a two
dimensional lattice site (m,n), where m = 1, 2, · · · , Lx
and n = 1, 2, · · · , Ly, i.e., Lx × Ly lattice system. The
HHH model is known to have two topological bands with
a non-zero Chern number [S6, S7]. This is a peculiar
property compared to a conventional quantum Hall system
on lattice described by the Hofstadter model [S9], since
the Hofstadter model does not exhibit two separated bands
with non-trivial topology. The two topological bands with
a non-zero Chern number in the HHH model is the origin
of the TCP in the tRM model. The value of the Chern num-
ber corresponds to the total pumped current per one pump-
ing cycle in the tRM model [S4]. For the HHH model,
we can further implement the effect of the disorder Vˆ ′dis of
the tRM model as Vˆ ′′Dis =
∆D
2
sin(2piβm + α)cˆ†n,mcˆn,m.
Here, it should be noted that Vˆ ′′Dis depends only on the x-
component site m and is uniform along y-direction.
In our experimental system, atoms almost occupy the
lowest band and the occupation of atom in higher bands
is fairly suppressed. We assume that the lower band of the
tRM model is fully-occupied approximately. Accordingly,
in the numerical calculation of the HHH model the half-
filling case is considered. Then, to make comparison with
the experimental results shown in the main text, we set the
HHH model parameters (J , δ0, ∆0) to four experimental
parameter sets: (I) (VL,VS) = (20, 14)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) =
(0.861, 0.851, 6.45)ER, (II) (VL,VS) = (30, 20)ER,
(J ,δ0,∆0) = (0.860, 0.857, 8.54)ER, (III) (VL,VS) =
(15, 10)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) = (0.914, 0.898, 4.86)ER,
and (IV) (VL,VS) = (36, 24)ER, (J ,δ0,∆0) =
(0.827, 0.825, 9.605)ER. These approximated circular
pumping trajectories determined by the above four param-
eter sets are denoted by C1, C2, C3 and C4. These pa-
rameter sets (J , δ0, ∆0) are determined by comparing to
the energy spectra of the cRM model as in the previous pa-
per [S1]. The C1 and C2 trajectories are the approximated
version of the set A and B in the experimental pumping se-
quences in Fig. 2a in the main text, respectively. The C3
and C4 trajectories correspond to the experimental pump-
ing sequences Cinner and Couter in Fig. 5b, respectively. In
what follows, We numerically calculated the Chern num-
ber for C1, C3 and C4 trajectories and use Lx = 40 (20
unit cells). This x-direction system size is close to our ex-
perimental system.
We calculate the Chern number for the model of Hˆ2D +
Vˆ ′′Dis in the following manner. Since discrete translational
invariance is broken due to the term Vˆ ′′Dis, we employ a cal-
culation method to obtain the Chern number from the real
space Hamiltonian, namely, the so-called coupling matrix
method [S10–S13]. In this method, we impose twisted pe-
riodic boundary condition with two twisted phase θx and
θy for each spatial direction. Their twisted phases play a
role of the momentum kx and ky (corresponding to θ) in
the TKNN formula [S14]. Since this twisted phase bound-
ary condition can be employed even for a system without
translational invariant such as a disordered system, we can
calculate the Chern number for the model of Hˆ2D + Vˆ ′′Dis.
Figure S2 displays the calculated Chern number in the
presence of disorder and its dependence of the artificial y-
spatial system size Ly with fixed Lx = 40 (20 unit cells
system from the view point of the tRM model). The result
indicates that the system-size dependence is fairly small,
and the topological phase transition point does not depend
much on the value of Ly. Therefore, the system size used
in the numerical calculation is large enough to capture the
behavior of our experimental system. Ly = 24 data in
Fig. S2 is displayed in Fig. 2b in the main text.
Next, we employ this numerical method to study the dis-
order induced charge pump (DICP). The schematic pump-
ing trajectory plotted in the δ − ∆ plane is shown in
Fig. S3a. This trajectory is a combination of circular C3
and C4 trajectories. Our experiment is conducted with a
trajectory similar to this schematic trajectory. In particular,
the experimental trajectory can be connected by continuous
deformation, and it is therefore topologically equivalent, to
the trajectory shown in Fig. S3a. The DICP trajectory does
not wrap the origin (∆0, δ0) = (0, 0) corresponding to the
gap closing point in the tRM model in the clean limit. In
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FIG. S3. Numerical calculation of Chern number in the disorder induced charge pumping (DICP). a, Pumping trajectory. This
is created by combining the two circular trajectories C3 and C4 with different circular direction. The two trajectories are connected
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the gap closing point of the clean RM model. Without the disorder lattice, the total charge pumping along this trajectory is zero. b,
Chern number behavior for C3 trajectory and c, for C4 trajectory as a function of ∆D . The TCP in C4 case is more robust than in C3
trajectory. d, The difference of the Chern number between C3 and C4 trajectories as a function of ∆D . The numerical result indicates
possibility to exhibit a disorder induced TCP for 10ER . ∆D . 30ER. Ly-system size dependence is fairly small.
this sense, in the clean limit, the tight-binding RM model of
Eq. (S2) exhibits no TCP, i.e., total pumped current is zero.
However, once the disorder Vˆ ′Dis is switched on, the disor-
dered model has possibility to exhibit a non-trivial pumped
current that could not occur at the clean limit. This corre-
sponds to the fact that the disordered HHH model also has
possibility to exhibit a topological non-trivial phase with a
non-vanishing Chern number, CN 6= 0.
To study the DICP, we split the DICP trajectory into two
circles, C3 and C4. For each circular trajectory, we calcu-
late the Chern number by using the disordered HHH model.
Here, various system sizes for Ly are calculated to check
the finite size effects. Moreover, for all data we average
over different samples corresponding to different values
of α (60 samples). The numerical results for each trajec-
tory are shown in Fig. S3b and c. The data display ∆D-
dependence (not 2∆0 scale) of the Chern number. Fur-
thermore, Fig. S3d shows the sum of the Chern number
between C3 and C4 trajectories. The result clearly cap-
tures the presence of a non-trivial pump between 10ER .
∆D . 30ER, quantified by the imperfect cancellation be-
tween the Chern numbers for C3 and C4 trajectories. All
results in Fig. S3b-d indicate that the finite system size (Ly)
dependence is fairly small. Ly = 24 data in Fig. S3 are
used in Fig. 5b and c in the main text.
S4. CONTINUOUS MODEL
To obtain the band structure in the continuous system,
we use a continuous model with a lattice potential given by
V (x, t) =− VS cos2
(
2pix
d
)
− VL cos2
(pix
d
− φ(t)
)
− VD cos2
(
pix
dD
+
α
2
)
, (S7)
and we solve the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation[
−~
2∂2x
2m
+ V (x, φ)
]
Ψ(x, t) = EΨ(x, t), (S8)
using space discretization. Using the recoil energy as the
energy unit and the lattice constant of the long lattice as the
length unit one has ER = h2/(8m)2 = 1.
Since dD/d is an irrational number, the disordered lattice
is incommensurate with respect to the short and the long
lattice. As a consequence, the translational symmetry of
the lattice is broken, and thus the unit cell of superlattice is
not well-defined. Hence, one cannot meaningfully define
the periodic boundary conditions for the system. There-
fore, we will approach the irrational value dD/d = 3/2
√
2
by taking a succession of rational approximations of the
irrational number, obtained in terms of continued fraction
representation [S15]. Every irrational number R ∈ R− Q
can be written uniquely as an infinite continued fraction as
R = [N0;N1, N2, . . .] = N0 +
1
N1 +
1
N2 + . . .
(S9)
with Ni ∈ Z integers. The successive approximations Rn
are obtained by truncating the continued fraction represen-
tation [N0;N1, N2, . . . , Nn]. Since Rn are rational num-
bers one can write as
Rn = [N0;N1, N2, . . . Nn] =
Pn
Qn
≈ R, (S10)
where Pn, Qn are coprimes. These represent successive
rational approximations of the irrational number R.
In our specific case one has
dD
d
=
3
2
√
2
≈ 17
16
,
35
33
,
577
544
, . . .
= 1.0625, 1.060606060 . . . , 1.060661764 . . . , . . .
(S11)
For VD = 0 the unit cell of the superlattice has length
d. For VD > 0 and R = d/dD being a rational num-
ber R = P/Q with P,Q coprimes, the total unit cell of
the superlattice has length Qd as one can see by direct
substituting x → x + Q into Eq. (S7). The energy lev-
els are then obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger equation
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FIG. S4. Bulk density of states (DoS) as a function of VD and band structure in the clean and in the strong disorder regimes,
for different values of the lattice depths VL and VS. a, For VL, VS = 5, 3.5 we can clearly see from the DoS that the global gap
closes and reopens at VD ≈ 5. b, Also for VL, VS = 7.5, 5 we can clearly see that the global gap closes and reopens at VD ≈ 5. c, For
VL, VS = 10, 7 the gap closes and a very small gap reopens at VD ≈ 7. d, For VL, VS = 20, 14 which is the same as Fig. 3d of the main
text, the gap closes at VD ≈ 5 but does not reopen.
with periodic boundary conditions over a system of length
L = NcQd where Nc is the total number of unit cells. We
take P/Q = 35/33 and a total lenght of 198d.
Figure S4 shows the bulk density of states (DoS) as a
function of VD and the band structure in the clean and in the
strong disorder regimes, for different values of the lattice
depths VL and VS. The DoS and the band structure are
calculated using closed (periodic) boundary conditions. In
the shallower lattice cases (a and b) we can clearly see from
the DoS that the global gap closes and reopens at VD ≈ 5.
For the case (c) , a very small gap closes and reopens at
VD ≈ 7. In the case (d) , which is the same as Fig. 3d
of the main text, the numerical calculations show the gap
closing at VD ≈ 5 but do not show such re-opening of the
gap.
Figure S5 shows the band structure calculated in the case
of open boundary conditions in the clean VD = 0 and
strong VD = 15 disorder regimes, for the parameter set
VL, VS = 5, 3.5 (as in Fig. S4a). In the clean limit, one
can clearly see an edge state which connects the lowest en-
ergy band with the first excited band. Therefore the lowest
energy gap is topologically non-trivial. In the strong dis-
order case there is an intraband state in the lowest energy
gap. This intraband state do not connect the two bands
and it is therefore topologically trivial. Non-trivial edge
states are also present in the lowest energy gap in the clean
limit VD = 0 for VL, VS = 7.5, 5, VL, VS = 10, 7, and
VL, VS = 20, 14. However, for these choices of the lattice
depths, the energy bands dispersion becomes so broad that
the lowest energy gaps become very narrow, and the pres-
ence and identification of intraband edge states cannot be
resolved unambiguously.
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FIG. S5. Band structure for a system with open boundary conditions with VL, VS = 5, 3.5. a, In the clean limit VD = 0 there is a
non-trivial edge state connecting the lowest energy band (at filling j = 1) with the first excited band. b, In the strong disorder regime
VD = 15 there are no edge states connecting the lowest energy band with the first excited band.
S5. EVALUATION OF EXCITATION FRACTION
In Fig. 3a of the main text, we investigate the gap closing
between the first and second bands by measuring the frac-
tion of atoms excited to the second band after three cycles
of cRM pumping under disorder with the lattice parameter
(VL, VS) = (20, 14)ER. The band structure is defined for
the long lattice, spanned by the quasi-momentum q, since
we adiabatically turn off the disorder lattice from the whole
lattice setup in 130 ms. We then utilize a band-mapping
technique, where an adiabatic turn-off of the remaining op-
tical lattices maps quasi-momentum q of n-th band to free-
particle momentum p of n-th Brillouin zone [S16, S17]. By
taking absorption images after time-of-flight of 10 ms, we
evaluate atom fractions in the first and second band from
the momentum distribution.
In the case of a clean limit with φ fixed at 0, it is ex-
pected that only the first band is occupied. Figure S6 shows
the measured momentum distribution corresponding to this
case. An almost homogeneous distribution is obtained
within the first Brillouin zone. However, the homogenous
distribution was smoothed around p = ±~pi/d owing to
experimental imperfection such as non-adiabaticity in the
band mapping. We approximate this smoothing by the fol-
lowing function f1(p):
f1(p) =
a
2
[
erf
(
p+ pi/d
s
)
+ erf
(
−p− pi/d
s
)]
,
(S12)
here a and s are fitting parameters and the fitted s value sfit
denotes the smoothness. We assume that this fitted function
represents the momentum distribution when the first band
is homogeneously occupied.
During the pumping under the disorder, atoms can be
excited to the second band. Suppose that the atom distri-
bution in the second band is also homogeneous, and the
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FIG. S6. Measured momentum distribution of atoms in the
case of a clean limit with φ fixed at 0. It is fitted with the func-
tion f1(p) defined in Eq. (S12). Error bars denote the standard
deviation of ten independent measurements.
smoothness of the value sfit obtained above is common for
both the first and second bands. Then we fit the measured
data for the pumping under the disorder using the following
function ft(p):
ft(p) = f1(p) + f2(p), (S13)
here
f2(p) =
b
2
[
erf
(
p+ 2pi/d
sfit
)
+ erf
(
−p+ pi/d
sfit
)]
+
b
2
[
erf
(
p− pi/d
sfit
)
+ erf
(
−p− 2pi/d
sfit
)]
,
(S14)
and b is a fitting parameter. The fitted functions f1(p)
and f2(p) show the momentum distributions in the first
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FIG. S7. Measured momentum distribution of atoms after
the Thouless pumping under the disorder. This is one typical
example of ten independent measurements obtained at the disor-
der VD = 20ER. It is fitted with the functions ft(p), defined
in Eq. (S13), for the whole band (red), f1(p) for the first band
(grey), and f2(p) for the second band (orange). The vertical axis
is normalized such that the integral of the fitted ft(p) is unity.
The whole shift in the horizontal axis is corrected such that the
functions are symmetric with respect to p = 0.
and second bands, respectively. Figure S7 shows one of
the fitted results at the disorder VD = 20ER in Fig. 3a
in the main text. After normalizing the integral of the fit-
ted ft(p), we evaluated the second-band fraction by cal-
culating
∫
dpf2(p). The mean and error bar representing
the standard deviation in Fig. 3a of the main text are ob-
tained for ten independent measurements at each disorder
strength.
S6. INTUITIVE UNDERSTANDING OF PUMP
SUPPRESSION
We can understand intuitively why the pump is sup-
pressed at VD ∼ VL in the following way. As long as the
lowest band is occupied, Thouless pumping with a cRM
lattice is topologically equivalent to that only with a sliding
long lattice [S1]. Therefore we can capture the essence of
the results of the pump suppression by considering a slid-
ing lattice superimposed with a disorder lattice, namely the
second and third terms of Eq (1) in the main text.
Figure S8 shows the trap potential produced by these two
lattices as a function of position x. In addition, the position
change of the local minimum point of the trap during three
pump cycles is depicted by the red line. The trap depth
of the long lattice is fixed to VL = 20ER, whereas the
disorder strength VD is varied from 0ER to 23ER (from
top to bottom). When VD ≤ 21ER, the local minimum
point moves across several lattice sites during the pump
cycle in accordance with the sliding lattice. This means
that the whole lattice is sliding with the phase φ swept. For
VD ≥ 22ER, however, the minimum point stops moving
and wanders around the particular trap minimum. Accord-
ingly the whole lattice does not slide. This transition hap-
pens around VD ∼ VL. Therefore it is expected that the
pump is suppressed at VD ∼ VL. Because this discussion
does not depend largely on the wavelength of the disorder
lattices, it is reasonable that we observe no clear difference
among three measurements in Fig. 4 in the main text.
Since the dominant lattice is that of the static disorder
lattice in the case of VD > VL, the above-mentioned sit-
uation also indicates that the trivial band gap should be
open. Although the re-opening of the gap is not clearly
visible in the numerical calculations in Fig. 3 in the main
text, this does not necessarily mean that the state is metal-
lic. In fact, the energy difference between the ground and
first-excited vibrational levels within individual lattice sites
becomes large in the strong disorder as shown in Fig. S9.
This large local energy gap should suppress the excitations
to higher levels as observed in Fig. 3a in the main text.
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FIG. S9. Trap potential created by the long and disorder
lattices. Their trap depths are set to VL = 20ER and VD =
40ER, respectively, and the relative phase is zero at the origin.
The ground and first-excited vibrational levels are schematically
indicated by blue and red bars, respectively.
